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The quark-nntiquarlc plasma near equilibrium ta studied* "Die re¬ 

sults mre based on the Heinz kinetic equations with the Soltzmanzt 

collision operator approximated by a relaxation ttira vith th® 

relaxation time, T , treated as a small psraEEtor. Linear la f 

aoluciona of tnese equations are used to calculate the transport 

coefficientst the non-abellan version of Oam's lav, and th» siiear 

and voxunse viscosities. Ve introduce new onemical potentials 

which determine the color density matrix of quarks (antiquarka). 

Gradients of theae potentials generate color currants. 



1 * Introduction 

Tb ore la a cosaelderable interest in phyelcs of the quark-gluon 
plasma (QGP) which might be produced in ultrarelativistlo col
lisions of heavy ions, it presumably existed at the early stages 
of the tiaiverse and might «w»n пан exist in some exotic actreno-
eiicel objects LI »2] * It is therefor® of importance to know the 
kinetic coefficients of such a plasma. There exist already quite 
a few attercps to calculate them [3*^3* the purpose of the present 
paper is to calculate «Xl kinetic coefficients which can be ob
tained frera the transport equations of the quarks (antiquerka) 
sieving IT- a classical gauge field. In this approach there are 
no gluons (as particles) thus, strictly speaking, we are not 
dealing with a quark-gluon plasma but, rather, with a quark-anti
que rk plasma (QQ?). Although this is still not "the real thing" 
tt is •- in our judgment - an interesting and useful enough ob
ject to deserve a careful and complete analysis* 

Our starting point are the drift equations for the quark 
(antiquark) distribution functions, f- , in the phase space of 
space-time x , momentum pv and color Q* 



(1.3) 

Here g ia the coupling constant, a • 1,2,...,n are tne color 

indices (for color Indices we do not distinguish the lower and 

tbs upper ones, n is given by th« gauge group). Repeated in-

dices are summed. J*. = ^ > Jf = ^ p ^ ; «Ja S ^ ^ , 

C+ are the collision terms eo far unspecified. Later on ire shall 

approximate them by relaxation-time expressions. 

the consecutive terms of the l.h,s. of (i.i) represent the 

drifta of quark's (antiquark's) positions, momenta and colors and 

'thus are, formally* quite straightforward generalization of the 

Q£0 expressions of the l.h.e. of the Boltzmann equation to the 

case of QCD. Ibey ware to our knowledge, first written down by 

Heine [5] and then, together with the field equations, applied to 

study some properties of QQP [3,6] in the Vlaaor aelf consistent 

description. 

In this paper we show how (1.1J, treated classically (i.e. 

with moat of quantum effects neglected), leads uniquely to all 

kinetic ooeffieienta in an Internally consistent manner and we 

obtain analytic azpraaalona for them. Although many of our 

formulae are oorraot for SU(3) oolor group, we do all apeolfio 

calculations for S0{2) oolor group. 

Sinoe t- and C* ara, is our treatment, invariant functions 

with reapeot to rotatioaa in oolor apaea, Bq.(1.1) la covariant 

under such transformation. X.g. one oan aee It in the caaa of 

the Infinitesimal SU(2) gauge transformation by substituting In 



tu. u. 

vli«r« v'ou ~ v^. (.X̂) is an arbitrary Infinitesimal function 

of x-*. 

Sine* v* are dealing with nonequilibriua processes, tb* process 

of production of entropy is on fundamental relevance* ¥e adopt 

the following expression for the flux of entropy [73 * 

(1 .5} 

where 

so that the derivative is 

(1.7) 



Ve work with the unite where o • k_ • 1 (o - light velocity, kfl 

• Boltnuna constant j. Sine* we «r« dealing with fermions £ » -1, 

but most of our results aro for the classical limit £ > 0. 

\dPdq la (i»5) denotes Integration ov«r th« momentum and oolor 

*actors of the phasa spacs and is given explicitly in Appendix 1 * 

Another basio ingredient of our analysis is the form of the 

distribution functions In equilibrium. Ve get 
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where T la the temperature, kk. is the baryon chemical po¬ 

tential f tx are the colored chemical potentials and \k\ Is the 

four-velocity of the matter in equilibrium. 

Ctae should atrm»» that in a quantum mecha*.cal description of 

color 0 become the generators of the color group. The form 

iX •+ u^ Q *" In the exponent (1.») suggests that JU. and the 

vector kx in the color space determine the density matrix of 

the color quarks (antiquaries) [6]. this means that P-iAL^ not 

only determine how many quarks have a definite color, but also 

how mmny mrm changing their oolor form, say, J to k, j, k • 

1,2,3* the quantum mechanical version of calculations of the 

transport coefficients is being prepared £12]* 

the organisation of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we 

Introduce the ourrents, energy-momentum tensor and their conser¬ 

vation lava. XB this Section ve also oonstruot the equilibrium 

distributions, lbs equilibrium distribution function depends now 



- besides tne temperature, the chemical potential and tha local 

velocity - on a nav thermodynamlc potential which »t shall cali 

tha colored chamlcal potential, in Saotlon 3 aonia consequence* 

of entropy production are diecuased. Whan antropy la produced, 

»» hava to hava increasing entropy and this laada to soma con¬ 

ditions which tha currents n jst satisfy. Saction U Introduces an 

explicit axpraaalon for tha collision tarns In tha relaxation 

tine approximation and constructs tha solutions of tha transport 

aquation (1»1) naar tha equilibrium in tha form of an expansion 

in powers of the relaxation time [8], All calculation* which fol¬ 

low are limited to the lowest corractiona (linear in tha relaxa¬ 

tion time} to the equilibriun expressions. This Section gives 

explicit expression* for the baryonlc and color currents in terms 

©/ gradient* of the standard chemical potential and the colored 

chemical potentials. These relations lead to the definitions of 

the kinetic coefficients. Section 5 gives our results for the 

shear and bulk viscosities. A discussion of tha transport coef¬ 

ficients is contained in the Section b. Our conclusion* are 

listed in Section 7* Six Appendices cloae tha paper. 

Ve uae the metric g y m dlag(i,-1,-1,-1). 

2. Conservation lawa. Equilibrium diatrlbutiona. 

For the sake of completeness, we list In thia Saction the con¬ 

servation laws which we will need later. The apace-time densities 

of tha macroscopic quantities ara tha following momenta of tha 

dlatrlbutlon functions. Ihe baryon number current 



the color current 

and th« •nergy-momentum tensor 

Ve raqulra that they satisfy th* cona«rvatlon lava 



C2«arly, (2,'ij - (2,6) follow from Eq. (i.t) if O± » 0. When 
G ± ^ °* i»Posifci°n «f (2.1*) - (2.6) loads to the following con-
str&lnta on the collision tones (for oalculational details see 
Appendix 1) . 

V CL) - \tf*3<UC+-C)=jdPJQp(c^O O u.7) 

Tłłoao equations find icnaediat* application in constructing the 
equilibrium distribution. Indeedt in the equilibrium there is no 
production of entropy thus 

(a.«J 

Prom (i .5) - (t«7) assuming- that the equilibrium distribution, 
t~ t satisfies the transport equation ( 
levant integrals are given in Appendix 1j 
t~ t satisfies the transport equation (i.i)f ve obtain (the re-

] = 0 (2.9) 

Thu«( to have no production of entropy, the l.h.s. of (2.9) must 
be • linear combination of the relations (2,7)/ consequently the 
exponents, y(f ), of the equilibrium distributions of quarks 
and antiquarka must be the ao called summational Invariants £9] 



U.10) 

When <?) X y p^ ore taken as arbitrary- functions of space-time 

constrained only through the conservation laws (,2.k) - (2.6) (set 

Appendix h)% we are dealing with the local •quilibriumj entropy 

i« conserved but f."" do not satisfy (1.1). By demanding that 

f-~ satisfy (1.1) we introduce constraints on c\ OC » (3\ given 

by (3*2) (see below) and ar« dealing with tho global equilibrium. 

Since 

= W 
we identify (compare e.g. £97) >• ~" ~p and p^ — -r-

where JMJ<) is the standard chemical potential, T - temperature, 

and u.(x) is the hydrodynanlc four-velocity of the fluid. It is 

natural therefore to aet %, = — ~p and Interpret yd as 
a. 

a colored chemical potential) yU, la related to the color car-

rent (2.2) in a completely analogous way M is related to the 

baryonic current (2.1). In Appendix 5 we show that the equilib¬ 

rium distribution (2.11) implies (in the high temperature limit) 

thermodynamics of • mixture of substances whose chemical poten¬ 

tials are yU.(x) and yU.*(x), • » 1,2,...,n. 
a. 

XL is, in our interpretation, a vector in the color space 

therefore y(f «?•> ) !• «& invariant of rotations in color space 
± 

(Bq. (1.«O). Thus f(o) la an invariant of the gauge transforms tions 



(i.*ł). Sine* ( S - energy density, • - entropy density, <? -
density of baryon current, <?a. - density of color current, see 

Appendix 5 for details) 

de * T Ą$ \ 

we have 

\ 

/4« ( 2' 1 3 ) 

So, indeed, /-L^ is the mnorgy gained by the system vhen the 
color changes by one unit - in complete analogy with the stan¬ 
dard chemical potential M- • 

3, Production of entropy 

Now, lot us consider the distribution functions f* vhioh 
satisfy the conservation lavs (2*4) - (2.6) and are not far re¬ 
moved from the equilibrium functions f~ » For tne production 

Co) 

of entropy we get (see Appendix 2) to first order in deviations 

from an equilibrium 

10 



and it must be J^ S /& 0 . Here O b — b — *,r^ 

Jo- J a. J ft. (0) 
between the currents and the energy-momentun tensors off- and at 

the equilibrium, Eq.(3«i) implies that there is no production of 

entropy when 

where (/*•)> ) denotes symmetrizatlon. Eqs (3*2) gire the con¬ 

straints which *£ y A- and A\ Bust satisfy In order to have 

the global equilibrium. 

It Is convenient to colleot various components into multi-

conponent objects 

(3.3; 

11 



And, similarly, 

Now (3*1) takes a nor* compact torm 

Both t«rms of tka r.h.a. should b* non-negative. As v i i i b* shorn 

in the foUcwing Section (and in Appendix 6) on* can express a) . 

through the gradients G. 

wher* ^ oC= ^ oL~ ^ -̂oC ^ s * n * projection operator. Th» 

firat term in (3.5) is positive definite when uOC. a 1* ne-

O 
gative definite. Indeed, in the local rest frame we have u • 1, 
uk m o, and A ^ • diag(O,1,1,1) thus 

S 

- -2 

In the next Section v* give a apaoiric reai.1 Kation of 

when th* oolllaion terms arm given by the relaxation *i*>e *P~ 



proxinatxon. 

la order to exhibit th« positive dofinite natura of the 

second tern of the r.h.s. of (3*5) «• write O | ' In the 

standard form (ft* e.g.[7,11] ) exhibiting the shear, U and 

the bulk, C -rlsoosity coefficients which mr» non-negative i 

In Section 5 wo evaluate explioitlr V) and C In terms of 

the equilibrium parameters, also In the relaxation time approxi 

mation. 

It • Ron-equilibrium baryon and color current* in the relaxation 

time approximation 

We are now going to express explicitly the currents through 

the gradients (3.3) for the following transport equation 

where X is the relaxation time and is a free parameter. 

la Raf.£83, we aeek the aolutlon in form of a power aeries 

13 



2 fi 

"here f". la taken aa a looal equilibrium distribution function, 
we l' 

andAlimit ourselves to Just the ioveat order correctional 

Ve also restrict our consideration to the (olaaaioal) limit 

£ ? 0, hence 

It is convenient to introduce the following momenta of F+( 

( 5C=C^*ij^" %JL + X3.) > 1 ~ Caaiair invariant characteri¬ 

sing the representation, for the caaa of S0{,2) one can take 

» 2 -



(4.5) 

Substituting the approximate form of £ ( . (k.k) into (*».3) we get 

f,.v la tmrma or f ^ and tha gradient» (3*3) 

й-^в^м^^ C'». 6) 

fteploing C*.b) we get for the correction to the baryon current 

Nov foliowa a very lengthy but straightforward calculation vhoee 
eaaentlal ingredient* are listed In Appendix b and whose many 
analytical result» are taken from R e f . Ь О . Oie also uses the 
baryon number and energy-momentum conservation (Appendix k) and 

15 



the reault la as foliowa 

cxL 

vb*r« 

1K = 

C O 

Oo 

Similarly, ona geta for tti* correction to th« color currant 

wharo 
to OC 

and 

lha F a ara given by (4.5) and Y — "^ (T - temperature, • - naaa 

)* XL(tf) - modified Baaaal funotiona of tha aecond kind. 

)6 



Hence vo axpresaed T ^ A a through the equilibrium parameter* 

M,. LL the temperature T and tba relaxation time X • 

Note that ve do obtain a symmetric matrix 

These mre the relatlvistlc Oasager relations [10] generalized to 

a colored ayotern. 

5 • Non—equilibrium correction to the energy—raomsntuin tensor ua 

the relaxation time approximation 

In tha near-equilibrium state the correction to the energy-

-momentum tonaor raada 

Similarly *a in tha caeo ot currents, vary lengthy calculations 

(Appendix 6) lead to identification (through C3.«)) and evalua¬ 

tion of the two viscositiest The ahear viacosity is 



WIN , T ) 2 (5.2) 

buJJc viscosity hovsvar in g-iven by a much more complicated 

implicit expression 

(5.3) 

vhere \n 

4 
( is by Jfiv© gradi«nta 

and Gau (• a 1|2,3) are to bo calculated from the 

fiv© linear aquations (see Appendix ̂ ) 

vb«r« c a n * o l v* 
a "J77SN. 

brackets [•••I* vhich can then be written down as ratios of de¬ 
for a l l gradients in the 

ten down as ratios of d 

terminants, and come out to be proportional to û-UT . Thus 

18 



gradients In (3.3) can be eliminated and ve end up vlth 

expressed through the equilibrium parameters yU. , /̂ -o. • T a n d 

tb* relaxation time t • Ve shall not write dovn tbls final ex¬ 

plicit expression for <L because It la T«ry complicated. 

6. Discussion of the transport coefficient* 

the matrix "Ttta gives tha ralationships between the all 

possible "strains" GA and the non-equilibrium currents oi 

It describes diffusion and conduction of both color neutral and 

colored matter. As va oan see from (4.8) and (k,10) the neutral 

and colored diffusions are coupled in general; colored gradients 

may generate neutral currents and neutral gradients any generate 

colored currents* Iney are related through the Qasager relations 

Ve are not avare of such relations existence in the literature. 

Perhaps the exceptions are the papmra by Heinz C33 who discusses 

the generalization of Ohm's law for color current induced by an 

external color electric field. In our case, when the covariant 

derivative of X vanishes and the baryon chemical potential 

is constant ve obtain from (fc.10) 

or, equivalsntly, in tha local rest frane 



} ia the chromoelectric field* (6.2) ia a non-abe-

version of the Chm's lav. It differs from the one diseusaed 

in Sof.[33 because in our case the off-diagonal element* of Jot 

ere in general different from zero. Uie expressions for oTTĉ g 

(compare (̂ *9) and (4.11)) simplify in some limiting eases, e.g. 

vhen 

z: » 4 , C6.3) 

i.e. for negligible quark masses (or high temperature). In this 

limit ve can use the asymptotic expressions for the Besael fun¬ 

ctions K. 

o 

mad. ve obtain the following expression for 0v» 

of vanishing quark masaast 

in the limit 

ta 
(6.5) 

2 0 



where the F's ire given by 

form 

U 

Tno Ohm relation now talc*o tha 

(6.6) 

Note that the F'a have additional temperature dependences through 
their arguments A-fl, = >x-']Łr-—- Q and that (.6.5) and (b.b; are 
good when m •* •> O for finite temperatures. Indeed in the limit 
of very higłt temperature O and 

lin F lim O, lim Fa 

T—ye° 
(6.7) 

Also i tanh — O, sinh^ O, cosh^ " » 1 , and we get 

the leading order contribution to 

i 
0 

0 
(6.8) 

which is negative definite, as it should. Hence, in the rest 
system of the fluid, ve havs 

T—»oo 

21 



The off-diagonal matrix elements or GoCAn sre zero only to 

order in T. v 

Another well defined limit la the limit of very heavy quarks 

Employing the expansion 

and 
oo 

we get from (A.11J 

(6.10) 

m)Z 
T 

0 

o 

C <Kv 

(6.11) 

Again, we decouple the neutral and colored transports In this 

cose. Mote that the limit T —•* 0 la more complicated because 

it depends on the relative ratios of m, JU. and XX-a. . 

Hie same limits (i.e. m •»• O and tn —*• •O^ ) can be found 

for the shear viscosity 

Im 
T (6.12) 

22 



Uwi M = O.I»/J T \r m [j) e LOSK'Y 

In the case of the bulk viscosity, tho only limit which aim 

pifies (5.3) and (5»*0 is the limit of high temperature 

7• Conclusions 

Ve have constructed an equilibrium distribution function of 

quarks and antiquaries Interacting through classical gauge fields. 

This distribution is determined completely through the color 

chemical potentials M, )M-a. *hich, in turn* define the density 

matrix of the color for quarks and antiquerks. 

For the global equilibrium dlatribution there exist a global 

co-moving frame ( U.̂  m {,\tOpp)) in which ytc^yU^ and the energy-

momentum tensors of qq and of the gauge field mra all constant. 

From near-equilibrium diatrlbutiona we have computed the ki¬ 

netic coefficients of the qq plasma in terms of the equilibrium 

distribution characteristicst the chemical potentials jMiM-a. 

the temperature T and tbe Casirair invariant characterizing 

the representation of the color group. 



The Ohm lew has the form of tbo dim law for •niaotropio con¬ 

ductors in Electrodynamics i that is to nay th» relation batw«»n 

the applied color field and the direction of the color current 

in the color space is given through a tensor of th« color con¬ 

ductivity. We give this tensor explicitely. 

Tba authors thank Andrzej Dyrak for checking the calculations 

end for many interesting discussions and Professor Andrzej Bia-

2as for his Interest in those investigations, stimulating remarks 

and encouragement. 



Appendix 1 

• ) Phase space 

All calculations are Bade for SU(2), n » 3 

Q B Q_Q and q la tho length of the color vector. It is very 

useful to derive the following lemma 

M and N are arbitrary funotlons of Q» Indeed 



Tfte first and the aocond tenaa vanish In the above 

(they contain products of symmetric and antisymmetric tensora) 

and v* got (A1.2), 

0 p < 0 

ae« also Ref.[8] and Appendix 3* Ino second lemma, analogous to 

the firat on* Is no foliowa 

bj Conservation lavs 

One oan derive (2.4) - (2.b) multiplying (i.1) with 1, p , Q° 

integrating over p and Q( taking into consideration (A1.2J 

and (A.1.I)-), assuming U*7)« 

o) Equilibrium distributions 

The third lemma vhich helps ua to find equilibrium distribu¬ 

tions is 

•?.(-. 



JdPdQ <j>(j-Y - [&ML$(f)C± Ow .5) 

vhtr* <p= (p(^ ) «nd | -,£"(*; ft 
us«a the transport equations to transform tha l.b.a. of (A1.5) 

and tha idantltias 

and than (A1.2) and (Ai.«»). 



Appendix 2 

Eatropy production 

V* shall derlva tha aquation (3,1) which (!••• th* sntropy . 

production In an arbitrary stats t~ to first ordw in (f^ - f 

whore f la a local aqullibrium distribution. 

S^ i s givan by (1.5) and (1.6). Vaine (1.7) »• may writa £7J 

so that 

and 

8.3) 

vhara y~ ara (Ivan by (2.10j 

28 



(-*+«*%.-pN 

into consideration (2.4) - (2.6) we obtain 

U2.5) 
A. 

last tors vanishes and va reoover Bq.(3.1). Note that vhen 

- r(* ^ ^ S j J - S T ^ O «nd ^.5^=0. Xhus, to con-

entropy, va do not naad the sore restrictive global equi¬ 

librium, It Is enough to hare looal equilibrium. 

29 



Appendix 3 

Liat of Integrals 

8^ la the nth-order modified Beasol function of the second 

kind. These functions satisfy the relation* 

All integrals over p are calculated in Raf.[3] • 

. = A 

•) 

30 



d) 

I,* = £ r Ku)] 

e) \tf(rJ 



\ dp <j± 

We 



Appendix U 
Conservation laws in the lovaet order 

vi "A I 

whore h(0) = JdPdQ 

Properties of the Be6Sel functions give (neo Api>Gndix 3) 

' , (Alł.łł) 

The dot denotes operator U. d Tnis operator represents tho 

cnange of any quantity In the co-moving frame, i.e. in the fra¬ 

me vhere the local velocity of the plasma vanishes. Using [Ak.it) 

we get the following form of the baryoa current conservation 

= 0 . 



whor« v7" is tile riivsrfjenco of tha four—velocity u , 

b] For tho color current vo obtain similar relational 

vji • 

,_ 

snd finally the conservation of tho color current results in tha 

following relation 

v 
c) ^ -T- 0^ C ^ * * - (Aft.10) 



wh«ro 

and 
(A4.12) 

(Afr.13) 

From £q. (A<f«1O) ve set 

Substituting (M.11) Into (A«ł.1O), using (Afł.Uj. (A<f.i4) end 
(A^.7) we obtain the 1'olloving relation from the enargy-momentum 
conservation! 



Appendix 5 

Colored chemical potentials 

Integration of the equilibrium distribution functions (h.H) gives 

(see (A'v.2), (At.7), (A4.1l) and Appendix 3) 

0 

The above equations identify £ , P , ^ and ^ a as the 

energy density, pressure, baryon density and color density, mea 

sured in the rest frame. 

Bq. (1.5) yields ( £ > O) 

€±P_s . AA \.,> , A 
' .2) 

Here s Is the entropy density and 

; 

Taking Into consideration (Afe»12) on* gets 

\ 

(A5.3J 



Eqa (45.2) and (A5»*0 l«ad to th« first lav of th«rmodynamlca in. 

the following form 

CA5.5) 

Substituting ^ — -r- } X ~ ~ -T-" V S reoovsr £4.(2.12). 
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Apponuxjt o 

•) Non-equilibrium currents. 

Let us consider Eq. (*f.7)« Integration over tba color and mo 
mentum sections of the phase space gives 

Functions \Ą ) <Z J "1 y> "̂9 *r* d^^^^od In Appendix 3 
(following Ref. [8]). Multiplying all the temu in (A6.1) one 
obtains 



=Z. ; (X ). Using the baryon number 
conservation (Appendix h) the last term in ;At>.2) may bo replaced 
p.iui consequently Eq. (Ab.2) reduces to 

(Ab.3) 

FT) 

The last term ±n (A6,3) vanishes so that talcing into consideration 
the energy conservation (Appendix h) on© gota Eq. (tł.b). Similar™ 
2y we obtain Eq, {' 

b j Non-equilibrium energy momentum tensor. 

Using (5.1} and integrating over p end Q one gets 

(A6.4) 



IA.3) end VA'UIO) load to the ooiutltloo 

•= o 

o that terms standing boaldo the t»naore u u and g must 

only in aigix. 1h«r«for« v« conoluclo that 

V<» see that 0 i has such a decomposition* ma was suggested in 

Saction 3. 
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